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I refer to my letter of June 1958 transmitting for your
information a United States Working Paper presented on April 29,1958 to the Four Power Working Group on German Reunification as
well as an Interim Report of the Four Power Working Group dated
May lo, 1958,

Following further discussions the Four Power Working Group
prepared a report for the European Security Committee of NATO
regarding European Security and Germany, which the Committee
reviewed and submitted with minor changes as an interim report
to the North Atlantic Council on August 22, 1958. The North
Atlantic Council discussed the report on October 9, 1958. All
delegations appeared to agree that it would be useful as a refer-
race paper to be consulted in discussion of pertinent aspects of
East/West negotiations* I am transmitting herewith a copy of
this interim report for your infomation.

In the course of the discussions in the Four-Power Working
Group certain differences of view concerning policy towards
European security and Germany were disclosed. These differences
were summarized in a secret report which the Working Group sub-
«d.tted to the Four Governments on July 18. A copy of this report
is also transmitted for your information.

Sincerely yours.

G* Frederick Reinhardt

Enclosures

:

1* Interim Report to the
North Atlantic Council,
August 22, 1958.

2. Report to Governments of
Four-Power Working Group,
July 18, 1958.

The Honorable
Allen W. Dulles,

Director, Central Intelligence Agency.
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procedure for Carman reunification is put forward for the
first timeo Second, an offer is made of security arrangements
which would enter into force on the reunification of Germany
irrespective of the choice made by an all-German Government
with regard to its alliances,, (Annex III)

3« It will be seen from the annexed papers that there are a number
of problems on which no conclusions have yet been reached. It may be
possible to resolve some of these problems in the course ©f, or as a
result of, discussions in the Council* '“’yin view of the
current Soviet intransigence over German reunification other problems
will have to be left until the prospects of a conference with the Soviet
Government become actual, and it is possible to foresee more precisely
the circumstances and the form in which the Western proposals me likely
to bo put forward. Moreover; there will be certain problems, 6„g P , the
exact nature of the limitations of forces and armaments in Europe, on
which it is unlikely that any decisions will be feasible in advance of
genuine negotiations with the Soviet Govemmsnt „ Pinally5 the character
of any specific proposals which could be envisaged would be greatly
affected by the degree to which progress had been made in the field of
disarmament 0

The Committee therefore suggests that it is not desirable that
NATO governments should attempt at this time to reach any final decision
as to the precise form or content of the Western position on European
security and Germany for use at an eventual conference with the Soviet
felon, but should aim rather at achieving the broadest area of agreement
on the premises on which such a position should be based, as outlined in
tli® three papers annexed 0 Meanwhile governments will no doubt wish to
continue to study the outstanding probloms indicated in Annex II with a
viurv to further discussion of them at the appropriate time 0

(Signed) A„ CASARDI
Chairman

Palais de Ghaillot,,
Paris, XVIe.
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GK3EJ/AL IltHKJIKPvj U-NC ERRIN G SECURITY MEASURES
’na^OLUTI(3i"6Flrta5TlCAL PUObLUS IN'~tUR0ft3

‘

- IT- — » -H» -«• » 1— m •mmmm wm*

I MILITARY A3XECTS

A - Argianents advanced in favour of disengagement

- The Soviet threat in Eastern Germany would be weakened?

- In the event of the Rapacki proposal being adopted a

larger area would come under control in the East than in

the West (Western Germany, Soviet Zone of Germany ?,
Poland,

Czechoslovakia)

;

- The possible dangers of direct contact between the forces

of the East and West would be removed*

B - Drawbacks and risks

(a.) In tho event of complete withdrawal of non-German forces s

(1) The NATO dafeme# forces would have to fall back on

too small an area, and this would presumably imply
new strategic concepts for Atlantic defence and the

withdrawal of United States forces;

(2) The force of the deterrent would be weakened;

(3) A neutral sane would tend to develop and this would
reduce the possibilities of taking a retaliatory
atomic action in the event of aggression;

(U) There would be an incentive for the aggressor in
respect t a neutralised zon# 0

(b) In the event of a partial withdrawal of forces (o<,g. the

Rapacki plan applying to atomic weaponiTt

«• the avisting NATO defensive system would be weakened and
probably radically changed with the same consequences as

those described above

„
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C .. i*roposed
* i fcprovgw i.m 1 in the Rapackl gjl

(a) by the offar to prohibit strategic nuclear weapons onlg

It is clearly difficult to distinguish between tactical

and strategic nuclear weapons. Furthermore should such

measures be the subject of agreement between the East and

West, they would eae* to be foreshadowing the establish-

ment of a special zone of the Rapacki type, whose creation

would thus be very appreciably facilitated.

(b) by living mnyj mura levels for the forces statlonad id ^>h® %QP8

In view of the iiirslUass depth of territory- in the hands of

the Soviet Union as compared with the narrow margin of action

available to NATO, the balancing of forces would only be

acceptable over the largest possible area, i.e. within the

framework of genera}, disarmament negotiations, or in con-

junction with the reunification of Germany

,

D - Control problem

(1) It is impossible to exercise control over atomio stock-

piles.

(2) On the one hand, there would be advantages in locating

all targets in the zone, but on the other hand this may

benefit the aggressor, who would have the advantage of

surprise

o

(3) .listensive control of all military installations would

harden the pattern and tend to neutralise the vital

points of the Western defensive system, whereas the

greater part of the Soviet bloc forces stationed out-

side the zor.c would escape control.

£ ~ Special case of a control zone to prevont surprise attacks

** Aerial inspection over a European zone may be a means of

detecting long term preparations but not preparations for

a surprise atonic attack, since ths latter will occur

suddenly and can be launched from a point outside the

perimeter of the son®.

- Aerial inspection is necessarily combined with ground

controls which have the aforementioned drawbacks. It is

therefore only acceptable if it applies to a broad stretch

of Soviet territorye
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To a urn upo the chief dii.-jM** of regional limitations is that they

would alter the nap of ihe crJU^J el theatre of operations in a wa

y

preludicial to the Western powers owing to the lack of depth in tnexr

territory in Europe and would cause the Allied defence system to fall

back and thus compel the Alii anew to abandon its present strategic con-

cepts «

II ^ POLITICAL ASPECTS

A - Aims nf the USSR in proposing disengagement within the status

QUO

Is the aim*

(1) to ease the USSR’s relations with the satellites?

(2) to consolidate its zone of influence?

(3) to prepare further expansion?

1 0 Mr o Khrushchev, both by his words and actions, makes it clear

that he intends to maintain his domination intact (Hungarian crises,

Polish crises, Yugoslav crises). He has arrogated to himself a permanent

right to intervene, even in tlw event of evacuation „ Under those circum-

stances, the presence of control teams in the popular democracies does not

fundamentally change the situation ( example of North Korea aftoi 953)

°

2 0 The Soviet zone of influence in Europe includes the so-called

D1)R which has designs on the whole of Germany » This is not a closed

zonl but servos as a springboard for Soviet influence through the Soviet

-one of Germany into Westor: Europe <=

3, The aims of the Soviet programme are;

(a) progressively to dismantle the Atlantic defence system

(Repack! plan);

(b) to impose recognition of the status quo, with a view to dis-

couraging public opinion in Western Germany and other

countries}

(c) to isolate the German Federal Republic through the proposed

confederation of the two Germanys, which is designed to break

the Federal Republic’s links with its Western Allies, whereas

the Soviet zona would leave the Warsaw Pact but would remain

under Communist domination.
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The Soviet progranmc thus tends to tip the balance of political

and military forces in Europe Irrevocably in favour of the USSR<,

B - Political condition under which disgigageraent would be

possible
~

Agreements concerning security measures in Europe could be

envisaged under certain conditions;, provided they were based on sound

political situations and were likely to lead to a real improvement m
relations in Europe „ They therefore cannot include either explicit or

implicit recognition of the status quo and must depond on any advance

which may be made towards e. solution of the political problems of Europe^

with respect to the reunifies Sice of Germany and the consequent loosen-

ing of the Soviet hold over Eastern Europe*

Uhder these conditions it would appear necessary to stand by

the principle that the conclusion of security agreements in Europe cannot

be envisaged independently of the solution of the political problems 0

.SECRET
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An *U , a3 /sis c ms Involved in the
Fc-rmu'iJ.tion of e Western Position

"

kAhf A

SURAT

_ 7.

/uDIf X ' i

I c General Consideration

3

I. Thorn s.ro throe bat ic principles, accepted by all KAfu povern-
n ,‘snts s which should go /cm tho to xriination of Soviet proposals srd the
preparation of a Western position on European security and Cmmry, rhc.se.
are:-

(a) The military security of members of NATO arid the solidarity
of the AHi.-oioe jiiu.it be maintained;

(b) The risk: of by miscalculation must not be increatsds

(c) tho solution. cf polit ical problems 9 e,&* German reunification
mist ba rnfognarlcd and in. no way prejudiced

*

XI s Sovist Ainas

?.o The ftiavj oC tho .oo-'deb Union in Europe are:-

(a) tho l’ccoga Adon
order to corsoli

by the West of the political status emo, in
•late its hold on the satellites

j

(b) the wcekert.vx g of
tho Went, with

whole of Goman

y

blue links between the Federal Republic end
r 73 evr to the eventual absorption cf the
trie the Soviet blocj

(c) the disruption 0

U3 fore us from S
suprefiacy or. tho

f the Atlantic Alliance and the withdrawal of
uropsj with the object of establishing Soviet
continent*

III. Soviet Frogosals

of the ins
cessions \t

European s

Gomiuath o-i Soviet proposals ars already available ir the text
notions to i ho bestira Ambcssadox-s in Moscow for tbeir dis~
-h Hr* Groeryko, The principal objections to the proposals cn
iUrity are ovnaariood oelow,,
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4. Buclsmr-fme «OP>

(») Tte of tactical sudaar weapons to BASE) forces in

Omuy would leave these forces at a serious disMTiaU^
in face of the mw** greater nusber of Soviet forces in the

Soviet Zoom of Germany and elsewhere in Europe. This would

not be redressed by establishing an approximate balance of

conventional forces in the cone, because of the unlimited

depth available to the Soviet union compared with the

narrow area of maneuver available to MATO on the continent

of Europe.

(b) The development of long-range aiaalles renders quite inadequate,

from a military point of view, the removal of nuclear weapons

from a narrow area as a msasure intended to Increase security.

HOr could any reliance be placed on a Soviet assurance that,

in the event of war, nuclear weapons fired from outside the

soot would not be used against targets in the cone.

(c) Them are, ae the Soviet Government itself has stated, no

adequate means of controlling stocks of nuclear warheads.

5. Reduction of foreign forces in Germany and elsewhere in Europe

(a) The proposal that a reduction should be made by one-third of

all non-German forces in Gersmny and that the troops made re-

dundant should return "to the limits of their own national

frontiers" is manifestly unfair to MATO, since the bulk of

HATO's land forcss are stationed in Gersmny. A large pro-

portion of these are American forces.

(b) The further suggestion for "the coaplete withdrawal of foreign

armed forces from the msnber sbfces of MATO and the Warsaw

Treaty, n to he discussed "at the next stage" Is also unacceptable,

since it would involve the break-up of MATO while the Soviet

forces would still he readily available to threaten and operate

in Europe from the Western frontier of the Soviet union.

(c) These proposals would lagltlr the effectiveness of the deterrent

through the weakening or destruction of the MATO shield.

secret
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6,, Non-Agpras eion Pact between Members of NATO and of the

Warsaw Pact

(a) Without any accompanying progress towards the settlement of

political problems, euch a pact covering pledges already given

under the UN Charter would, give an illusion of relaxation of

tensions without making any real contribution towards

eliminating the sources of tension,

(b) Moreover, the Soviet proposal is based on and, as is its in-

tention P would tend to perpetuate the status quo and to raise

the question of recognition for the so-called DDR,

(c) nThe Soviet Government would attempt to use the existence of

such a pact to bring pressure on the West to curtail the de-

velopment of effective defensive arrangements •"

7° Creation of a German Confederation

(a) Soviet and East German proposals for German Confederation'

contain no specific proposals for reunification} they are

designed to perpetuate the Communist regime in the Soviet-

"one and to give this regime (and thereby Moscow) a veto

power over the policies of the Federal Republic

o

(b) Accepts* the Soviet proposal that the Federal* Republic

and the Soviet "-one regime should work out the solution of

the German problem themselves would negate :"our power

responsibility for reunification. It is obvious that the

Soviet Government must be a party to any solution of this

problem

o

8° Conclusion of a Peace Treaty

(a) A peace treaty can only be concluded with a freely elected

all-German government which is entitled to speak for the

whole of the German people. Thus reunification through free

elections must precede negotiations on a peace treaty,

(b) The Soviet peace treaty proposal, which contemplates the

Soviet one regime as a participant in negotiations, is a

device for perpetuating the status quo .

All those proposals ere consistent with, and designed to pro-

mot® , the Soviet aims dsscribed in the preceding section. The objections

to them, from the Western point of view, are likely to be *; qvu.lly liable
in negotiations at a conference as in preparatory talks in Moscow,

Approved For Release 2003/06^®\-RDP80B01676R004200090026-1
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IV „ Consideration.? Bearing da the Formulation of the Western. Position

9o Dasplto th© obvious conflict between Western and Soviet aims,
ths question arises as to whether fchore is a possible area for negotiation
of limited military arrangemarts in Europe, which could lead to th© estab~
Xishmant of more favourable conditions for a general European settlement,
including th© ending of the division of Germany0 In othar words, would it
bo possible to com© to a limited understanding with the Soviets in th© arsa
of force and arms limitations or with respect to the deployment of forces
in Central Europe which would not prejudice Western objectives and would in
fact forward them?

H> o Limitation of Farces ,

In considering this question, several basic problems arise from
the Western viewpoint., As noted in the preceding section, given the limited
area for th© deployment of Western forces as compared with the depth available
to the Soviets, withdrawals of forces from Central Europe would work ex-
clusively to th© advantage of the Soviets , The asms consideration applies
to force limitations based on the pares©nt line of demarcation between. East
and Waste The NATO shield forces at present are at best sub-mrginal 0 To
carry out thoir mission offactively, they roquira strengthening both in
numbers and armaments ,

1i these circumstances it. is difficult to conceit
of an agreement an force levels in Central Europe which could be negotiated
with the Soviets without damage to the maintenance of an ©ffactix'® Western
defence posture

,

J-lo Extension of the -ires. of force limitations to a greater depth,
i. a . to Soviet hone territory, would be unlikely to be acceptable to the
V aviate without corrasponding limitations in American territory 0 This would
involve considerations of genarnl disarmament rather than European arrange-
m.mtue

12 c Dsnri.lttsuiaod Zones

The nrnation of a dondlitarised zone on each side of the line of
demarcation has from time to time been suggested as a means of reducing the
danger of outbreak of a conflict in Europe, But such a zone might invite
local hostile action which present fores deployments serve to deter and thus
increasa th© risk of war by miscalculation. In fact, forces have been
deployed for some years facing each othar in Central Europe, Thera is no
evidence that thin fact in itself has given ris© to dangers which could b®
reduced by minor deployments.

SECRET
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13 .
. Arasaomt hirfotatlcnfi

an agreement to exclude certain typos of armaments from a

specified area also involves major problems. The main objections to a

denuclearised zone have been noted in the procoding section * Idind.tat3.ori

on means of delivery* wiiile presenting possibilities of control arid in-

spaetdon, involve serious difficulties in the field of dual purpose

«n»spor < i f forts to distinguish voapons as to function* e.g. offensive

from defensive or strategic from tactical, involve serious problems of

definition o A major disadvantage to tho West of all such limitations

TOuld ha to restrict the ability of NATO to adapt its defences to changing

requirements resulting from technical developments vixil© leaving the

Soviets free to exploit the advantage which they enjoy from their greater

depth*

Ih * Politiccl Considerate na

The Soviet Onion has uhown a strong interest in tha establish-

mant of a special military status for Germany. It constantly employs a

variety of means in an attempt to achieve this objective, but is unwilling

to take any steps toward soltition of the German question. Any security ox

disarmament agreement based on tho status quo * even if very modest in scop©,

which would apply to the Central J.iuropaan area, and to Germany in particular,

would support these tactic3*

35 . Ths main danger of such an agraomant would be that it would almost

inevitably lead to a permanent control system of a discriminatory character*

Koroovor, during the negotiations the Soviets would certainly ask for

inclusion of tha whole of Germany in the area of control. This would have

the result that, at a very early stage of the East-West negotiations, a very

important part of the IJAT0 defences in Europe would come under Soviet in-

spection without comparable compensation in the East.

16 o The area involved nouid ba precisely that in which the major

political, problem in. Europe arises. This fact raises directly the question

of how the' participation of the Soviet rone regime in the signature and im-

plementation of the agreement could bs avoided. On the basis of past ex-

perience* there i.a no doubt that any Soviets will uso any appropriate

situation to assert the sovereignty of the in order to achieve its

recognition by the Western ,rs > Contacts with the Soviet on® regime

would in fact be unavoidable in the context of an agreement of such a limited

geographical scope.
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17. An agreement of such n character, unaccompanied by my
progress toward a settlanent of the political problem of the division of
Germany, would also have an adverse effect on the psychological situation
in both parts of Germany. The population of the Soviet ’one in particular
would conclude that Western efforts to end the division of Germany had
finally failed*

18. Conclusions

Whan all due allowancQ is made for public opinion, it is never-
theless difficult to see what advantages could be obtained from negotiating
forco and armament limitations or deployment limitations on tho basis of
the present demarcation which would justify these risks * There is no
reason to believe that agreements of such a character would bring about th©
basic change in Soviet policy which would bo involved in relaxing
thadr hold on the Soviet Zone of Germany and the satellites 0 Tha Soviet
leaders have made it abundantly clear that they have no intention of making
any such change in policy« They have also mad© it clear that they ressmra
a pormsant right of intervention in tho satellites, even in the event of
previous, partial or complete i-iithdrawal of their forces * Moreover, such
agrosmants could lsod to a falsa nans® of security in th© West and a false
belief that tension had been reduced, which vrould merely invita Soviet
pressure for further concessions. We would thus risk being drawn into a
process in which the Soviets might b© able to press us into a piacemeal
dismantling of our defence position without any significant change in
their basic position,

19 c The risks involved in such agreements from tho Western view-
point arv unacceptable except in conjunction with the withdrawal of Soviet
forces at least from the Soviet Zona of Germany* This contingency is only
likaly to arise in tho context of the reunification of Germany on terms
acceptable to the West*

PART B

V* Main. Biomgnto of a Western Position

20o 2t follows from tho foregoing that the Western powers should
seek a settlement with tho Soviets in which any agreed military arrangements
would ba combined with an acceptabla settlement of th® problem of th©
division of Germany They should therefore maintain the position that there
can b© no genuine r luxation of tension in Europe in the absence of such a
settlement and that measures aiming at European security would ba illusory
unless this condition is full!lied 0
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21c Tha proposals ruta i by the Western powers at the Genova
Foreign Ministers 9 Mooting envisaged such a settlement. These proposals
did not, however, go into detail and left the position on a number of
subjects for development in actual negotiations . Moreover, the proposals
left unclear the extent to which they were dependent on a reunified
Germany becoming a member of MTO ,

22 o Reunification of Germany

The Western objectives can be attained only if an all-German
government is genuinely frss , Thjra is no reason to altar the Western
position that reunification shooId be brought about by free elections and
that the creation of a responsible and frea all-German government is a
prerequisite to the negotiation of a peace treaty

*

23o Relationship between Reunification and European Security

The Genova proposals provided that the reunification of Germany
and the measures proposed under the heading of European security should ©a-
+ er into force concurrently in stages. What this staging would b© was not
specified,. It would be desirable ; 2 any new proposals ;>:-•?»

tha relationship between the antiy into fore® of European security arrange-
ments and the process of reunification 0

21; , Germany end. NATO

Tha imposition of a neutralised status on Germany would ba un-
acceptable The government of a reunified Germany should not be subjected
to restrictions on it3 farai;ys policy or required to sever the ties which
have boon established between the Federal Republic and other Western
countries. On the other hand, the provisions of th© European security
arrangements should bo drawn in such a way as to be independent of tha de-
cision of the all-German government whether or not to join NATO.
Additional assurances to the Soviet Government which would b® effective
only in the event of a reunified Germany joining MATO such as Article 8
of the Geneva draft "Outline of Terras of Treaty of Assurance" (obligation
to react against aggression) should therefore be separated from the main
Western proposals for European asourity arrangements.

2$ a European Gocurity Arrangements

Tho Gmovn proposals envisaged that there would be both
political clauses (renunciation o' the use of force, withholding of support
from aggressors s and provisions for consultation) and agreed military
arrangemsnts, Further elaboration of the proposed political clauses does

SECRET
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not appear necessary at this time. Various aspects of possible military
arrangements are examined below. Tha Geneva proposals provided for such
limitations in a zone of comparable size, depth and importance on
both sides of the line of demarcation between a reunified Germany and its
Eastern European neighbours.

26.

Force and Arms limitations

Decisions regarding tho possible size of such a zone and tha
nature of acceptable limitations present major militaiy and political
problems. Unless all of Germany were included., the size of the total
German military establishment would not be affected. Could a proposal for
the inclusion of part of Germany only be presented in such a way a3 to be
independent of Germany’s choice regarding alliances? If all of Germany
were included, what provision should be made regarding foreign forces? A
difficulty arises from tho fact that the provisions of the agreement have
to be worked out in advance of Germany’s choice with regard to alliances.
If ceilings were fixed on Soviet and Western forces in Germany, t-Ma
would tend to imply that Yiestern forces should be withdrawn as Soviet
forces are withdrawn,

27. In addition to Germany, what other countries could be included
with a view to achieving the balance envisaged by the Geneva proposals?
The Rapacki plan suggests a Soviet willingness to equate Germany with
Poland and Czechoslovakia. From the Western viewpoint, it would be de-
sirable to include a larger area in the >ast, but this might give rise to
Soviet demands for the extension of the area westward.

28, The fixing of force and armament levels presents a variety of
problems. Tho general concepts of tho WEU Treaty might be applicable, but
the arrangements in tho treaty ara based to too high a degree on the
assumption of the good faith of the signatories to be acceptable in an
agreement with tho Soviet Government. The levels of forces which might be
contemplated and the character of th® armament limitations which, might be
acceptable are dependent to a high degree on the situation which would
exist outside th© zone of limitation. In tho absence of an agreement on a
first stage of disarmament involving limitations on nuclear and conventional
capabilities, th© USSR would be free to maintain a vast military establish-
ment which would continue to be a threat to Western Europe.

29 * Under th® circumstances, it seems doubtful whether it would be
prudent for the West to envisage making mors specific proposals in this re-
gard until such time as there is more prospect for genuine negotiations
with th© USSR and th® actual negotiating situation can be envisaged. It
would be desirable, however, that governments should continue to give study
to these problems.
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30 o Special Measures Regarding Eastern Gerrr.any and Adjacent Areas

The Geneva proposals provided that* in addition to a zone of force

and armament limitations, there might be special measures regarding the dis-

position of forces and installations in the parts of the zone lying closest

to the line of demarcation,. In the Berlin Declaration of t'jlj 29* 195./

ihe Western powers stated that they were prepared , as part of a mutually

acceptable European security arrangement* to give assurance that, in the event

of a' reunified Germany joining NATO, they would not take military advantage

as a result of the withdrawal of Soviet forces

*

31 , The implication of the statement in the Berlin Declaration is that

the main body of NATO forces would not move into the present Soviet Zone of

Germany if it were evacuated by Soviet forces „ The question arises

whether the concept of a thinned out or demilitarised zone suggested by the

Geneva proposals should be utilised as a means of giving effect to this

statement, and, if so* in what way*

32o One possibility would be to confine forces in the Soviet 7~ one of

Germany and a comparable area of Poland and Czechoslovakia to indigenous

forces- Additional limitations could be placed on the size and character

of these forces and the nature of their armament* Any such proposal would

require Soviet forces not only to withdraw from Germany but also from an

area extending deep into Poland* However, since it is not suggested that

there be any similar provision for the exclusion of non-German forces from

Western Germany, It may be argued that this is asking so much of the Soviets

as to appear unreasonable to Western opinion*

33o In considering the question of limitations on German forces sta-

tioned in the present Soviet 2 one of Germany, it is necessary to recall that

this area will include the capital city of Berlin and that Berlin is only

tQ ia„ from the Oder Neisse line* limitations on German forces in this area

would raise problems of internal security and would leave the area, includ-

ing the capital, subject to threat from forces stationed on the other side

of the Oder-Neisse Hne* limitations on the armaments available to the

forces in the present Soviet "one of Germany which would result from tha

special measures discussed above, would have implications with respect te>

the ability of these forces effectively to carry out a defensive mission

both on the ground and in relation to air defence*

3L* Finally, the establishment of an inner zone of "special measures 5'

within a zone of force and armament limitations would greatly complicate the

problem of control and inspection*

3£o The disadvantages of a zone of special measures are therefore quite

considerable* Furthermore, it is difficult to consider the concept apart from

that of a zone of force and arms limitations* It would appear desirable,

therefore, not to put forward proposals of this character at this time*

36., In these circumstances. It would be desirable to deal with the

question of giving effect to the Berlin Declaration (that the Western powers

would not take military advantage of the withdrawal of Soviet forces in the
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rant of a reunified Germany choosing to join NATO) independently of the

question of e son* of special measures .* A formula cm this subject could

be cast either in the form of an undertaking given solely by the West (i-e,

as envisaged by the Berlin Declaration) or as a mutual undertaking to be

included in the European Security Agreement <> In the latter case, it would

be proposed that the Soviets should for their part undertake not to move

their forces westward in the event of unified Germany joining the Warsaw

Pact

37 The freedom of choice to be given the all"-German government of

course embraces the possibility of joining the Warsaw Pact, However, there

are psychological and political drawbacks to casting Western Proposals in

such a form as to imply that this possibility is a real one„ It might be

preferable to leave the Western offer as a unilateral one, and to deal witn

it under the heading of additional undertakings to be given by the West in

the event of Germany joining NATO*

38 , On the other hand, the idea of some special form of control along

both sides of the German eastern boundary has value and should not be com-

uaetely discarded at this time. This idea could be retained in the Western

proposals in some general formulation,

39 „ Prevention of Surprise Attack

The Geneva proposals contained a provision aimed at the prevention

of surprise attack in the form of an overlapping radar screen. Since that

ime, considerable progress has been made in the development of proposals in

this area- The USSR has pressed for the establishment of a European zone of

inspection, but on a basis unacceptable to the West, The Western disarmament

proposals of August 19?? contained an offer of a board European zone in the

event of agreement either on a US-Canadian-USSR zone or an Arctic zone^ The

Western proposals envisaged a zone running from 10° West to 60 East^. but

offered to consider a smaller zone.

h0. The question arises whether it would be desirable to offer a European

zone of inspection against surprise attack, independently of agreement on

other zones in the context of a European security agreement linked with Ger-

man reunification. In such an event, the area should obviously be as broad

as possible and should include a significant segment of Soviet territory,

Ul, A European zone would not be effective against an all-out nuclsar

attack, which would be launched from outside it. Its value would probably

be limited to ground attack, a contingency which might be served by the

measures of control and inspection required in connection with force and

armament limitations. The decision whether or not to include it in the

utline ^lan can probably only be taken in the light of the development of

negotiations,

U2„ The Soviets apparently attach some importance to 8 European zone,

although perhaps mors for political than military reasons, i«e, maintenance

of the

SECRET
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of the statue quo.- This Soviet political objective would not be served by

inclusion of such a zone in arrangements linked with the reunification of

Germany* However, the inclusion of such a zone in our European security

proposals could be represented as being responsive to the Soviet interest,

U3* On the other hand, the interest of the West is inspection arrange-

ments which would afford a real degree of assurance against surprise attack.

Separation of the European 2one from other zones would tend to reduce the

pressure on the Soviets to agree to an Arctic or even larger zone<>

VI* Proposed Outline Plan for Presentation of Western Proposals

On the basis of the foregoing considerations, it would be possible

to sketch out the general manner in which the Western position could be pre-

sented, There is hereto annexed an "outline plan" for German reunification

and European security which could provide a basis for the Western proposals

on European security and German reunification, together with an introductory

memorandum which contains a general statement of the proposed Western posi-

tion, explains the plan, and sets forth the additional assurances which the

West would be prepared to offer in the event of reunified Germany joining

NATO,, The principal new element in these proposals is that the European

security arrangements would enter into force irrespective of the choice with

respect ta alliances made hy the all-German government,

VII « Tactics

Whether or not it will be desirable to put forward at a summit

meeting a proposal of the character suggested cannot now be c’etarmined-

From the viewpoint of Western opinion, it would be desirable to clarify our

position, particularly on inch matters as to the relationship between our

European ,ecurity proposal* and German membership in NATO* On the other

hand, it Beems likely that the Soviets will raject the proposal out of hand,

and we should soon find ourselves under pressure from segments of Western

opinion to make new proposals* It may therefore be preferable for the West-

ern representatives to set cut the Western position in somewhat more general

terms, orally or in writing This decision can only be made in the light of

the future development of our exchangee with the Soviets and the actual

situation in a conference

»

U6, Regardless of what tactics are pursued, it will be essential to

have agreement among the WATO governments on the substantive issues involved.

Consideration should therefore be given to the acceptability of the outline

plan and the points on which no conclusions have been reached should continue

to be the subject of study,

U7, Study should also be given to the question of what the Western

representatives at a conference should do if a specific Western proposal on

European ^ecuritv and Qermeny is presented and is rejected by the Soviets

«

Western opinion would no doubt continue to hope that further efforts would

be made to resolve the impasse. Could any more limited proposals be made

which would
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wtdcte would be consistent with our principles as set forth at the begin-
ning of this paper? W'ould it be useful to seek some method for maintain-
ing continuing contact and discussion with the USSR with regard to these
matters? Or should one look elsewhere for a means of breaking the dead«
lock? The answers to these Questions depend probably in large measure
on the development of discussions in the field of disarmament and it may
be premature to consider them at this time,, In any event*, except for the
firsts they raise considerations of a broader character than European
eecurltjTr,

SECRET
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imODTCTCKf MEHCRAlOffil AUD OUTLINE PIAHMMMi
The Directive issued by the tour heads of gpverment at the Geneva

Conference of July 1955 contained two principal agreements on European

Security and Germany, On the one hand*, the Foreign Ministers were in-

structed to consider various proposals "for the purpose of establishing

security with due regard to the legitimate interests of all nations and

their inherent right to individual and collective self-defence ,
* On the

other hand, the heads of ^vernment recognised their common responsibility

for the settlement of the German question and the reunification of Germany,

and agreed "that the settlement of the German question and the reunifica-

tion of Germany by means of free elections shall be carried out in con-

formity with the national interests of the German people and the interests

of European security, ” So far these agreements have not been carried onto

Political tensions are the main cause of insecurity, removal

of these tensions can create the mutual confidence which is the essential,

condition of a lasting settlement. Such tensions arise from the existence

of outstanding political problems, To bo effective, measures in the field

of security must be accompanied by the settlement of these political, prob-

lems, The main political problem in Europe is the division of Germany,

The governments of France, the BK and the US are ready to join in the

establishment of security arrangements in Europe in connection with the so-

lution of this problem-

For this purpose the governments of France, the UK and the OS propose

the annexed Outline Plan for German Reunification and European security

Arrangements „ These arrangements would be included in two agreements.

One, dealing with the reunification of Germany, would be concluded by the

four powers responsible for this subject. The other would be an agreement

on European security arrangements. This agreement would be concluded by
the four powers and other governments concerned and would be adhered to by

the all-German government after its establishment. These agreements, which

would be concluded end would outer into farce concurrently, would be im-

plemented progressively in the manner indicated in the Outline Plano

would be fully effective when the all-German government had itself acceded

to the agreement on European security. They would provide the framework

within which the reunification of Germany would take place, irrespective

of any decisions made by the all.—German government about its foreign policy

,

In their proposals for the reunification of Germany, the governmeatsof

France, the OK and the US have been guided by the following basic principles,

First, the German people should have the right freely to choose the govern-

ment under which they are to live. This right should be exercised by means

of free elections throughout the whole of Germany, Second, there should

be no discrimination against a reunified Germany, The all-Gorman govern-

ment formed as a result of frae elections should be free to choose its own

foreign end domestic policies and would be responsible for the conclusion

of the peace treaty-

The
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The proposals of the three powers on European security arrangements
envisage an interrelated set of arrangements designed. In conjunction with
the settlement of political problems, to contribute to the creation of
confidence and mutual security# The arrangements would include provisions
for agreed levels of forces and armaments, which would be subject to
effective measures of supervision and Inspection,, These levels should
provide an appropriate balance which would contribute to the security of
all the signatories# Special arrangements regarding deployment might be
envisaged in certain frostier areas. The agreement would contain assurances
against aggression and/uralertaking to withhold support from aggressors#
An important aspect of the agreement would be the provisions for consulta-
tion with respect to its implementation^ (1)

These proposals are in no way dependent on Germany becoming a signatory
of the North Atlantic Treaty# Should the all-German government decide to
adhere to this Treaty, the three powers would be prepared to join with
the Soviet TJhion and any other parties to the European Security Agreement
in additional mutual obligations.. They would propose that each party
should agree that an armed attack in Europe by any party, which is also a
NATO member, against any party which is not a NATO member, or vice versa #

would endanger the peace and security which is the object of this agree-
ment, and that all the parties would then take appropriate action to meet
that common danger

-

In their present form, the annexed proposals are not mare than an
outline and the details will have to be worked out in negotiations# The
three governments hope that the Soviet Union will accept the Outline Flan
as a basis for such negotiations and will agree to the immediate appoint-
ment of representatives to draw up the necessary agreements* They are
convinced that, if progress can be made on this basis t, it will promote a
European settlement which will contribute to the attainment of a just and
lasting peace#

Cl) See footnote to paragraph {?.) of General Revisions in the Outline Plan#

§jsm
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The following is *ui outline of the plan for German reunification

and the establish®e»t of Kucopeen security arrangements, details of which
would be included in agveemAnts to be negotiated between the powers <<ion~

cemed?

x.

imw.
On entry into force of the agreements*, each party would undertakes

(1) to settle, by peaceful means, any international dispute in

which it was involved with any other party;

(2) to refrain from the use of force in any manner inconsistent

with the purposes of the United Nations;

(3) to withhold assistance, military and economic, to an aggressor; *m&

<4) to consult with the other parties regarding the implementation

of the agreements.

II.

42^QsxS9lLSas££2fi§

Three months after the entry into force of the agreements, free

elections under international supervision would take place throughout

Germany for an all-German national assembly.

III.

3frg . Jfigsabte

The national assembly would proceed as quickly as possible with the

drafting of a constitution and with the formation of an all-Gorrian govern*

meat under it .

Pending the formation of an aU.~German government the national assembly

could Set up a provisional all-German authority charged with assisting the

*sseably in drafting the 'onatitution and with preparing the nucleus of all-

German iz w. The provisional all~Ccrauu authority oCuJLa initiate
preliminary negotiations for a peace treaty0

The national assembly would determine how the powers of the Federal

Government and of the authorities in the Soviet zone should be transferred

to the all -German government and how the two former should be brought to

an end,

Measures
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IV,

Jl eyattm of Insre tin to tfuord against surprise attack would be

established over an area in Eur»n» which should be as broad as possible.*/

V,

Levels of £sESaa AnaaptePtg.

At this stage provisions for levels of forces and armaments would be

introduced. These provisions could not be effected until machinery -or

control end inspection had been established and the all-German govern™
^

meat had acceded to the European aecurity agreement, further study xs *e-

^ired aa to the basis on which these levels would be established or the

area in which they would be applied,

VI,

mjLUdisn^1 tarcsssBteaS

The Bll-CJermrn government would have full freedom of decision in

regard to interna} and external, affairs „ subject to the rights re«axnb .,

by the four powers.

The all^arnaui government would have all- the rights of individual

and self"*defeniJe recognised by the United Nations Charter,

The a11,-Oei‘rawtt government would be responsible for the negotiation

and conc3.ue3.on of the > eace treaty.

The all-/iermM» government would have authority to assume or reject,

the tSta'ml obH^tions of the Federal Republic «nd of the heviet <**

ofM wto treaties of «Ulw» wri arrahggehteJubrl^F thereto

concluded by thorn. Provision could be made for the continuation in

of other treaties anti «grecmeata of the Federal- Republic and o «

; one pending their application to the whole of Germany or their dennici -

ation or modification, (2)

(1)

(2)

in conclusion has been reached as to whether it vouM be desirable to

mt such a proposal forward in the E uropean Security ^angemeuts

separately from the other zone with which a European zone was linked

In the Western disarirsment proposals of August 2V.., Jivn

The question of the continuation in force of other treaties is under

study.
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(1) Ko party to the 8gr>efnent on European security would continue to

station forces on the territory of any other party without the latter's con-

sent end
;>
upon the request of the party concerned, any party would withdraw

its forces within a stated period-

(2) ^Whatever decisions the all-German government might take with regard

to the international rights and obligations of the Federal Republic and the

Soviet &>n© of Germany, non-German forces stationed in Germany would net fee

advanced beyond the area in which they were stationed at the time of entry

into force of the agreement on European security*/

/should the all-German government decide to adhere to the North Atlantic

Treaty, the three powers would be prepared to give an assurance that they would

not advance their forces in Germany beyond the area in which they were
.

stationed

at the time of the entry into force of the agreement on European security*, 11. ;

(3) Pending the conclusion of a peace treaty and subject to (1) above,

each of the four powers might exercise with respect to the Mational assembly,

the provisional all-German authority and the all-German government only those

of its rights which related to the stationing of armed forces in Germany, the

protection of their >ecurity, Berlin, the reunification of Germany and the jteace

settlement (2)

-

(4) Uecisions of the national assembly, the provisional all-German authority

and the *ll~Germ«m government in faitiUamat of the agreements would not require

the approval of the four powers and could not be disapproved except with the

agreement of all Ifeur powers..

In order to conclude agreements on the above lines, the governments of

France, the United Kingdom and the United States propose that the four powers

should appoint representatives

s

(1) If this foiTOUlation were adopted, it would be included in the introductory

memorandum rather than the Outline Plan0

(2) Certain legal aspects of this paragraph continue under study

.
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(1) To draft, in conaaltJ* ti>n with German experts B a German electoral

lav and to stake recommendations for the cjupervision of the elections

in order to ensure that 5-l ey take plane in renditions of genuine

freedom.,

(2) to draw up together with representatives of other piwers concerned

a plan for the establishment of levels of forces and armaments,

including measures for effective supervision and control; and

JJ$) similarlyy to draw up a plan for the establishment of a system of

inspection to guard against surprise attack^/

Separate groups should be set up for each of these purposes with instruct

tlons to submit their reports to the governments within a stated period.. These

reports would provide the basis for agreements on the reunification of Germany

and on European *ecurity arrangements

«

.§mm
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Report of the gour»Powr Working Group on German Reunification

Task of the Working Group

The Working Group met again in Paris from July 8 till July 18-, Its

specific; tasks at this session were :

=

(a) to discuss th* answers to the questions on the Outline

Flan raised in the Interim Report produced in Mayj

(b) to draft an introductory memorandum to the Outline Plan}

and

(q) to prepare draft paper on European security and Germany

as a basis for discussion in the NATO European Security

Committee

>

Questions in the Interim Report

2 All members of the Working Group reserved their Government© final

positions on the questions and on the Outline Plan and agreed to refer their

conclusions back to their Governments after the discuseions in the Working

Group and subsequently in the European Security Committee? It was agreed

that in any case the final decisions about whether the Outline Plan should

be put forward at a conference with the Soviet Government*, and*, if so*, at

what stage and in what precise fora*, would have to be made by Governments

in the light of developments at the preparatory talks and at any subsequent

conference? The answers to the questions*, which are given below*, are all

subject to these general reservations?

3 The general scheme of the Outline Plan

All members of tbs Working Croup agreed that the general scheme of the

Outline Plan was acceptable as a basis for an initial Western position*,

subject to agreement on the detailed contorts of the Plan?

k Measures against surprise attack

It was agreed that there were tw© hypotheses which could be considered

s

(a) On the first hypothesis , a European sone of inspection
against surprise attack could be linked with a USSR

»

Canadian-United States sons or with an Arctic zone*, as

in the Western disarmament proposals of August 29*> 195??
In this ease a European sone would be independent of

other security arrangements in Europe and would not be
linked with the solution of political problems?

SECRET
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(b) On the second hypothesis? a European zone of inspection

could be taken out of the disarmament context, and

Inserted into the process of Genuan reunification/

European security? as had for example been envisaged in

the first draft of the Outline Plan ,

The French representative expressed the view that eaeh of these two

hypotheses could constitute a basis fox* study P As for the ©D80J&04 of u Swcfiffi

inspection zone against surprise attack considered separately., it should

remain reserved for the time being?

The British representative considered that? while it would be preferable

U retain" Si's link in the first hypothesis? there was advantage in including

a European zone in the Outline Han since the zone was relevant to the context

of European security and would add a new element to the Western proposals?

The United States and German representatives thought that there were

disadvantages in severing tha link between a European and either the USSR-

Canadian-United States or an Arctic Zone? The German representative pointed

out that measures against surprise attack were one of the few points on which

there was a possibility that agreement might be reached at a conference and

that we should avoid prejudicing this possibility by making a European zone

dependent on German reunification? which had not been a condition of its

inclusion in the August? 1957? disarmament proposals.

The United States and German representatives could not therefore agree to

the inclusion of a European zone at this time in the Outline Plan?

5 Zone of limitation of forces and armaments

All members agreed that some provision relating to levels of forces and

armaments could be envisaged as part of the European Security arrangements to

be established in connection with German reunification? and that these pro-

visions could enter into force irrespective of Germany's choice about alliances?

The United States representative considered that:-

(a) any armaments limitations should be quantitative not

qualitative

;

(b) in fixing force ceilings there should be no distinction

between indigenous and non indigenous forces ?

The German representative proposed that reference should be made to

"levels" rather than to "limitations". In the light of the American statement

that armaments limitations should be quantitative? not qualitative? "levels"

would

SECRET
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would cover the Western intentions in a more suitable way The German

representative was unable to accept any specific reference to a "sane" at

this time* and could not therefore agree t© the formula in Section V of the

Outline Plan, He etated that in hie Government cs view* for tactical reasons*

it was not desirable to consider at present any precise area to which the

provisions might apply unless or until there was any real prospect of serious

negotiations on German reunification He pointed out that the question of

wzones" and their extent would depend also on the progress made in the field

of disarmament negotiations and could not therefore be considered in isolation

from the possible establishment of a zone of inspection against surprise

attack. The adoption of the "Rapacki Area" or a similar area could be inter-

preted as Western support for the Soviet proposal of a small European zone

of inspection against surprise attack.

The French n British and Pnlted States representatives pointed out that

the Western Powers were already committed on the record to the offer of a

"zone of limitation" p e g in the Geneva proposals of 1955 I* would be

difficult to go back on this offer which was the kernel of the Western

Proposals on European Security and which wae included in the existing

instructions to the three Ambassadors in Moscow, The United States and

British representatives considered that the zone could apply to Germany*

Poland and Czechoslovakia „ The French representative suggested that Hungary

might be added or that it might be possible to avoid the inclusion of the

whole of Germany While appreciating the desirability ef net putting forward

specific proposals regarding the extent of a zone of limitations or the

character of the limitations within the zone prematurely from a tactical point

of view, the United States* British and French representatives thought that

the emission of the concept of a sons would give rise to serious difficulties

6 .
"Special Measures"

All members agreed that the idea should be expressed that* if Germany

Joined NATOp NATO would net take military advantage of the withdrawal of

Soviet forces.

The United States representative considered that "special measures" should

apply to both sides of the Eastern frontier of Germany* as in the 1955 pro-

posals* and that the German proposal that* whatever choice of alliances

Germany made* non-indigenous forces in Germany would net be advanced beyond

the area in which they were stationed wae undesirable because it might be

taken to imply that the possibility that Germany might join the Warsaw Pact

was a real one.

The British and French representatives pointed out that the advantage

of the German proposal" was that it could be included in the Outline Plan since

it would be applicable whatever Qermany 9s choice of alliances.

SECRET
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It waa agreed that mention could be made in the introductory memorandum
of the possibility of special arrangements in certain frontier areas-

7 German ascension to the European Security Agreement

All members agreed that provisions for levels of forces and armaments
should not be put int# effect until the all^German Government had acceded to
the European Security Agreement and that the right* which the all-German Govern
ment would acquire through accession* to request the withdrawal of foreign
forces should be a strong inducement to the all-German Government to accede-

8, Exercise of Reserved Rights

All members considered that the disapproval of decisions of the all-German
bodies should be by unanimous vote of the Four Powers instead of by majority
vote as at present provided-

9- Introductory Memorandum for the Outline Plan

The Working Qroup considered that* in addition to a general explanation
of the basis of the proposals in the Outline Plan* the introductory memorandum
should include a repetition of the obligation to react against aggression which
was included as point 8 in the 1955 K*eaty of Assurance* and which* since it
was dependent on German membership of NATO* it would not be appropriate to
include in the Outline Plan-

In addition

(a) the undertaking that* if Germany joined SATO* HA TO would
not take military advantage of the withdrawal of Soviet
forces* and

(b) the proposal for special arrangements in certain fronties?
areas

should be included in the meraorandtm if corresponding provisions were not
included in the Outline Plan

A draft memorandum was prepared* together with a revised version of the
Outline Plan for consideration by Governments and the European Security
Committee, Copies are annexed-

10 r Report to the European Security Committee

The Working Group prepared draft papers relating to European security and
Germany which they proposed ^ould be used as a basis for discussion in the
NATO European Security Committee

SECRET
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11 , Fall-back position

The Britlah representative suggested that* if* aa wee generally assumed*

the Soviet Government refused to negotiate on the basis of the Outline Plan*

the West should consider what their next step should be* If the West had

nothing further to propose under the heading of European security, in face of

the various objectionable Soviet proposals with which they would be faced*

the effect on Western and "non ^•omitted" public opinion might be unfavorable.

It might be considered whether there was any proposal which could be made

Independently of Oerman reunification but which would not prejudice the b*ai*’

Western policy of linking reunification and European Security One possibility

which we examined was the idea of a zone #f inspection against surprise attack

in Europe in isolation* ie- not linked either to toe Arctic Zone or to German

reunification* as in the Outline Plan,

The French representative agreed that this problem might be studied but

considered that it was too early to raiae it in any NATO body In case a

European inspection zone against surprise attacks considered separately could

be acceptable only if it covered a substantial portion of Soviet territory-

The United States representative considered that examination of a fall

bask position should
-
fee carried out in relation to the whole scope of the

negotiations with the Soviet Union and that it would not necessarily be

desirable to discuss a fail-back in relation to one item on the agenda*

European Security* only ^ In particular he drew attention to the fact that

there were disadvantages in severing toe link between the European zone and

an Arctic or a USSR-Canadian-United State# zone.

The Gentian representative thought that it was premature to discuss the

question of the inclusion of a European zone of inspection in the Outline

Plan* still more the idea of such a zone in isolation. He doifcted whether

this would be an appropriate fall-back position,

12 , Reserved Rights and Oerman Treaty obligations under the Eden Plan

The United States representative circulated papers on each of these

subjects,) proposing modifications ef the provisions of the Eden Flan, It was

agreed that further study of the United States proposals should be made-
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13- It wlU be seen from the above report that there are differences

between the four positions on two important elements in the Outline Plan*

namelv the zone of inspection against surprise attack and the tone of

limitation of forces andtroaments, The sone of inspection

attack was not included in the 1955 proposals. The zone of limitation was

an integral part of the 1955 proposals which has been repeated frequently

Snce! ^dww the central feSti^e of the Western position on Eurepean Security,

It was agreed that the four representatives could not usefully take matters

furtherin'These two points pending further decisions by Governments
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